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ABSTI{ACT

We l)resent preliminary lesulfs of a study of ll{,\S selected Be

stars (Nng data from I UE. We have ol)lained new IU E ()bs(,r _a

ti((ns of 35 Be start from a list of _tars winch show excess mfi ared

fluxes in the IRAS data. We lind that lt{:\S-selecte(I Be stars

show larger C 1V and $1 IV eqmvalent wl(llhs than other Be stars

We also find that lhe excess C IV and Si 1V absorption seems

to be independent of spectral type fol lRAS-selected Be _ars

later than spectral type B4. We u_terpret this as ewdence for a

possible second mechanism acting m conjunction with radmlion

pressure for producing the v, inds m Be stars. No clear correla

tmn of IR excess o_ vsin _ with C IV or Si IV e(lulvalent wtdths

is seen, although a threshoht for the oc(urrence of ex(ess C iV

and Si IV absorptmn appears at a v _in7 of about 1.30 /cTn s -l .

These results are preliminary, as ttns project is ongoing research,
and more stars will be included as data become a_ailable.

KeywuMs" Be _tars, ultraviolet spectra, infrared excesse% C IV

equivalent wldl hs

8) [()uIM no dn'ect (()Jrel,dmn of the 12 pm ex(ess with ellh(,r

csm_ or spe(tr,d Wpe, although some threahoht_ (hd seem to

be pres,ml. IIe found that slars of early spectlal t'_pe (B0-1e)

sh,c,v.,d lar_er ox(esses than stdrs of latin" spectla] tSl)e (ll', fie)

lie also fi)und that lalge 12 tim excesses onl) l(,mled Io o((ur In

stars _ilh V_ln_ larger 1hart about 200 Icms I

A number of ad hoc models ha_e been proposed to try and ex-

I)lain _arlous l_e star charact(,rlsl ItS (_ood l e_iew_ of the (llrret(/

star(, of modehng can be found m Slettebak and Snow (Ref. 9).

Many wsemchers now beheve that file basic geometry of tie sta[s

(onsisl _, of all axlsylrlllll_'trl(" (oil(eiil r,ltlOIl of cool lllatetlal ill Ill('

equatorial region combined with hot, }ugh velo(lty polar regions

A sludy usulg both infraled and ulfra_iolet dala luay pl'O_.ld('

some useful insights lllto the true ha! ure of the Be phenon_enon.

AccoHlingly, we haw, begun a program to obtain IUE dala (both

ar(hive aml new observallcms) for lie stars v, hi(h shm_ infrared

excesses in the Ill.AS data. lit this paper, _e present _ome piehm-

mary H,sulls from the study, including only those new obserxa

lions w]nch we have ohlamed. The a_chive (lal a will be included

in the (omplete paper to he lmbhshed elsewhere.

1 INTI(OI)UCTION

lie slars have been the subJect of intense study _]Ih IUE smc,,

its launch 10 years ago Snow and Marlborough (l(ef. 1) tilst

pointed out the presence of asymmetric line profiles in the spectra

of Be stars on fhe basis of ultraviolet data from the Copermcue

satelhte. Since then, a number of studies have been done with IUI"

to investigate the ultraviolet characteristics of lie stars (tier 2-,5)

Results of these studies indicate that strong, high velocity, highly

iomzed winds are a common characteristic of lie stars; variabdlty

and the presence of narrow componefds in the resonance lines of

C IV are also unportant features.

Near-IR observations of Be slars have also been carried out by a

number of observers. Gehrz, Hackwell, and Jones (l{ef. 6) un-

dertook a large survey of Be stars at near-Ill wavelengths. They

reported near-Ill excesses for the Be stars in their sample, wlucb

they showed were due to free-free emission from the clrcumstel-

lar material They did not find eviden(e for a correlation of IR

excess with usiu_ .

With the coral)let]on of the II/AS illlbSlOll ii1 1983, far IR data

became available for the first time for a large number of Be stars.

Cotd and Waters (l{ef. 7) analyzed the IRAS data and fourld

that 101 Be stars showed Slglllficant I11 ex(esses in at least one

IRAS band. In other anabses of the IIIAS data, Waters (Ref.

20IISI'I{VATIONS AND I)ATA REDU(:'I ION

2 1 ,gel_-.llOll (rlterl,t

For lhls study we have observed lie stars which showed ]nftared

excesses in at least one of the IIIAS bands, llereafter these stars

will be referred to as II{AS Be stars. \Ve used the resuhs of Cot&

and Waters(Ref 7) to select thesestar_. Fromthmrhst, wehaw,

chosen stars for whi<h there are no (or in some casts only one or

two) high dispersion IUE spectra available. We have attempted

to obtain a good cross section of spectral types and humnoqlty

classes, although at tins point in the study there remain sonic

gaps, noticeably at very Gaily spectral types (B0-1e). The arclnve

data, combined w_th future observations, wdl remedy most of

these deficiencies

2.2. Obserwltions and data extractmn

The sample of new observations v, hich we w_ll &scuss here. con-

s_sts of 35 Be stars For each star, at least one h_gh dispersion

SWP si)ectrum was ot)lamed with IUE. In some cases, more than

olte spectrum was obtained. Because we }lave found that a nun>

her of these stare show interesting characteristics at Mg I1, we

have also begun obtaining high dispersion LWP spe(tra of the

stars as w(,ll, but at present only la of our sample stars have

I,WP spectra available.
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Standard IUESIPS reduction (Ref. 10) was used to convert the

spectral data to the form of extracted data. Echelle blaze function

corrections were made using the algorithm of Ake (Ref. 11), and

the variation of detector sensitivity with wavelength was included

using the data of Cassatella, et al.(Ref. 12, 13). The line profiles

of Si IV (,_$ 1393.73, 1402.73._) and C IV (,_)_ 1548.195, 1550.768

ft) were extracted using the ItlGI! program at the Colorado IUE

RDAF. For the LWP spectra, the profiles of Mg II (,_,_ 2795.523,

2802.648/_) were extracted. The profiles were smoothed using a

five-point running filter. Overexposed spectral regions have not

been analyzed further.

3. RESULTS

3.1. C IV and Si IV

We have measured the equivalent widths of the C IV and Si IV

line profiles in each of our spectra. Uncertainties in individual

equivalent widths are estimated to be 0.3 to 0.5 Jr, and are due to

uncertainties in the placement of the continuum and of the point

at which the absorption feature returns to the continuum. For

those stars which have more than one observation, we have taken

the mean value of all the observations as the equivalent width

for purposes of this study. This approach minimizes the effects

of variability.

When the C IV equivalent widths are plotted against those for Si

IV, a reasonably good correlation is found (see Fig. 1). This is

not an unexpected result, since both lines are formed in similar

regions of the wind. tlowever, it does show that the Si IV arises

mostly in the wind, which is not obvious from the shapes of the

line profiles alone in many cases. The result is a useful one,

since it means that the correlations with other parameters will

be similar for both C IV and Si IV. Although we have examined

the data for both lines, we will present only the results for C IV

from here on, since the results are the same in both cases.

3.1.1. Comparison with normal B and Be stars. In order to com-

pare the IRAS-selected Be stars with normal B stars and with

non-IRAS Be stars, we have chosen to average together the equiv-

alent widths of all stars in each spectral class. Averaging helps to

minimize the effects of the well-known time variability in the ul-

traviolet spectra of Be stars, thus producing a better indication of

overall trends than would be seen in individual stars. By averag-

ing, we have assumed that all stars of a given spectral type within

each data set are similar. This is not completely correct, since

obviously there are different luminosity classes as well as a range

of other stellar parameters included within each type. Neverthe-

less, the stellar photospheric temperatures are approximately the

same.

We have used the data from Grady, Bjorkman, and Snow (Ref. 5)

and _.,, ad) et a/.(Ref. 14) for our normal B star sample. We have

taken ttm el, i_ results from these same papers and removed

those star_ wh ,., appear in the list of IRAS Be stars to produce

our non-IRAS Be sample. There is therefore no overlap of stars

between the three data sets.

We plot the mean equivalent widths vs. spectral type for all

three data sets in Fig. 2. The error bars represent the standard

deviations of the mean equivalent widths. This is a measure of

the intrinsic variation within each spectral type. We will take the

curve shown for the normal B stars to define a standard mean
I ,

equivalent width for each spectral type. We will use this value

to define an excess C IV equivalent width for Be stars which will

be discussed later. A similar process has been followed for the Si

IV data.

The data show a defimte difference in mean C IV equivalent

widths for the three data sets. Be stars in general show a larger

C IV equivalent width than do normal B stars. This agrees

with the findings of Grady, et a/.(Ref. 5, 14). In addition, it is

clear that the IRAS Be stars show even larger C IV (and Si IV)

equivalent widths than do the non-IRAS Be stars.

3.1.2. Dependence on spectral type. From Fig. 2, we notice that

the equivalent width for the Be stars remains approximately con-

stant later than spectral type B5. For spectral types earlier than

B5, the equivalent widths increase with luminosity, as is expected

for radiation driven winds; however, the excess mean equivalent

widths, defined by W_ = W - W_td, are at most only a weak

function of spectral type earlier than B5, and remain approxi-

mately constant later than B5

3.1.3. Correlation with v sin i . The excess C IV equivalent widths

for the 1RAS Be stars are plotted vs. vsinz in Fig. 3. Note

that in this case the data points represent values for individual

stars, and not mean values, since wide ranges of vsin z occur

within each spectral type. There is no clear correlation of C IV

excess equivalent width with vsin _ , although there does appear

to be a threshold in vsin* (at around 150 km s -I ) at which

excesses begin to occur. Above this v sin i value there is a wide

range of excesses. One might think that }his could be a selection

effect due to the inclusion of only the IRAS Be stars, which have

preferentially larger values of v sin i. However, we have examined

this more carefully by including the non-IRAS Be stars and the

normal B stars, and we find that the threshold is not just a

selection effect. It also occurs in the Si IV data. This result is

interesting in light of thresholds found at similar v sin * values for

the occurrence of IR excess (Waters, Ref. 8), and for the UV,

polarization, and Ha (Grady, et al., Ref. 5).

3.1.4. Correlation with IR excess. Since the 1RAS Be stars show

noticeably higher C IV mean equivalent widths than the other

stars, we might expect a possible correlation of C IV equivalent

width with 12 pm excess. However, as we see in Fig. 4, this is

not the case. The C 1V equivalent widths do not correlate with

the 12 #m excess defined by Cotfi and Waters (Ref. 7). The Si
IV data also show no correlation.

3.2. Mg I!

At this point in tim study, our sample of stars with LWP spec-

tra is limited, llowever, several interesting results are apparent

from these spectra. Of the 13 stars for which Mg [I profiles have

been examined, 4 show evidence for emissmn wings and 1 star

(liD 50123) shows prominent P Cygni profiles at Mg II (shown

in Fig. 5). The remaimng stars show only normal Mg II absorp-
tion. These results can be better examined as soon as we have

completed our upcoming observations.

3.3. liD 50123

In addition to the P Cygni profiles at Mg II, HD 50123 shows

several other interesting characteristics in the IUE data. It shows

absorption features at N V ()_,_ 1238, 1242 ]t), which is very

unusual for a star of its spectral type (B 6 IV npe). it also has

strong lines of $1 IV and C 1V, as well as lower ionization lines of

Si II and S II. It shows a remarkable range of ionization, as well

as large time variability in the line strength. We are continuing

to observe lID 50123. A paper detailing the results of these

observations is in preparation.
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4.INTERPRETATION

Although the data presented in this paper are preliminary, some

interesting results are beginning to emerge. We consider some
possible interpretations of these data in terms of models for Be

stars. Since C IV and Si IV are superionized states in stars later

than about B2 (or earlier for C IV), we assume that these lines

are produced in the wind of the stars and are not photospheric.

This is not new, and has been known about Be stars for some

time. ltowever, the fact that stars with large IRAS IR excesses

also tend to exhibit excess C IV and Si IV equivalent widths

suggests that there is an enhanced density in both the IR and

UV producing regions of the circumstellar envelope. Perhaps this

can be interpreted as evidence that the same underlying physical

mechanism is responsible for enhancement in both regions.

lligher luminosity will result in larger mass loss rates if a radia-

tively driven wind is responsible for the mass loss. The results

in Fig. 2 seem to bear this out for the normal B stars, but the

excess C IV and Si IV mean equivalent widths seen most notably

in the IRAS Be stars cannot be explained by ra(llation driven

winds alone, since they do not appear to be lunlinosity depen

dent for later spectral types. One possible interpretation is that

this is direct evidence of a second mechanism acting in conjunc-

tion with radiation pressure to produce the winds in lie stars

This same mechanisln would also have to produce the IR excess,

since the effect in the UV is seen most strongly in those stars
with IR excesses.

The well-known link of lie stars to high wdues of vsin_ shows

that rotation must clearly lday an unportant role Observations

using many wavelengths and techniques have shown l.hreshohl_

at similar values of vsiti z f(n the onset of (llfferent aspects of the

Be phenomella, including polarization, IR excess, narrow conl-

ponent% ll(_ characteristics, and now UV excess absorption at.

C IV and S_ IX,. These other observations also show no correla-

tion with vsm_ other than tile threshold. One might interpret

this as evidence for the onset of an instability which initiates tho

mechanism responsible for these effects

lPmm the result_ lhat the relationshil) between IR excessos and

excess C IV equivalent widths is merely a threshohl, rather than

a direct correlation, we nlnst conclude that the dens,t,es, and

hence the mass loss rates, in the IR and UV lnoduculg regions

may be different What does this mlply for models of lie stats':

Ill the spherically s3mmelrm model of I)oazan (Ref 15), the

UV and IR producing regions are assumed to he a! different

radii in the wind If this is the case, then the behavtor of the

superlonized UV t)ro(hlcutg region and the cooler 111 ploduculg

legion must be linked, ,mlply because of the requizement that

mass be conserved as it flows out through the wind llence a

change in one region wonhl liroduce a change in the olher region.

perhaps offset shghtly in tram. The obserw_tions l)lesented here

do not support this requirement One might argue that this is"

due to the lack of smmltaneous observations in the IR and UV,

but we do not believe this can necessarily explain the problem.

1.

2.

3.

In the case of an axisymmetric model in which the IR producing

region is assumed to equatorially concentrated (not necessarily in

a thin disk) and the UV producing region is assumed to exist at

higher latitudes, one can perhaps explain the results of this study

more easily. An axisymmetric geometry permits different mass

loss rates in the UV and IR producing regions, since they are

not radially linked. This geometry allows uncoupled behavior to

occur in the two regions even if the underlying driving mechanism

is the same for both regions. This picture is also consistent with

polarization measurements, which provide strong evidence for

non-spherical symmetry (Coyne and McLean, Ref. 16).

More recently, evidence has been presented for non-radial pul-

sations (NRP) in Be stars. Baade (Ref. 17) provides a good

overview of this evidence. The properties of NRP are such that

they fit rather nicely with the axisymmetric model, as well as with

the idea of mstabihtles and underlying, temperature independent

driving mechanisms for the Be phenomena. NRP might also ex-

plain much of the scatter observed in lhe data, since different

modes might well occur in different stars, changing the relative

mass loss rates m the polar and equatoriM regions from sta, to

star. All of lhese ideas are of course speculative, and much work

remains to be done before Be stars aze well understood.

5. FUTURE PI,ANS

We have observations scheduled for this study in lhe coming

year, and a(hhtlonal stars, will be added to the results as the

data become awnlable. We will also include the appropriate IUI:;

alchive dala. The complete results _dl be published elsewhere

5.

First, there is no clear evidence for large varmbflity of lie stars in

the IR. In fact, Gehrz, et a/.(llef. 6) find no evidence of wm,d)lhty 7.
in the near-lR over a timescaleofabout one year. The II(AS l'olnt

Source Catalog provides some information about the probability 8.
that its sources have varied over the lifetime of the IRAS mission

(about one year). The II/AS Be stars in general do not show 9.
large probabihtms of having vaned. Second, if a large sample of

stars is used, and multiple observations of indivRdual sta_s are

averaged together, then even the effects of UV varlahdlty, which 10
are well established, can be elinnnated by stallstical means
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